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Chapter 1901 Spirit Peak Of The Imperial City! 

"Hahaha, I really didn't expect this!" 

Bu Changqing was overjoyed. He didn't expect that the guest he had found for free would have such an 

amazing performance. Not only did he kill the six demonic beasts, but he also easily killed the general's 

office's team. In this way, the city Lord's office would be the final winner. 

"Congratulations, city Lord!" 

Many of the spectators were fence-sitters and immediately came over to congratulate the city Lord's 

mansion upon seeing its rise. 

"Haha, of course, my city Lord's mansion will win this kind of competition. Hmph!" 

Bu Changqing was pleased with himself. His previous attitude of thinking that ye chen and the others 

would not be able to achieve anything had disappeared in an instant. He did not care about his face at 

all. Only benefits were eternal. 

Looking at the people coming to congratulate him, bu Changqing put on a high and mighty posture and 

nodded slightly, which was completely different from the way he had been before. 

"Everyone, I've already anticipated this, so there's no need to be surprised." 

With that, he walked over to ye chen and the other two. 

"You three have done a great service for the prefecture. I'm going to invite you to a banquet tonight to 

celebrate." 

Bu Changqing stepped forward and said with a smile. 

"Eh? You have made a great contribution to the city Lord's mansion. Ha, the three of us have 

participated in this battle so that we can go to higher places. As for what you said, we don't care at all. " 

With that, ye chen turned around and left. The great ancestor and ye Wushuang followed. 

"Ah, this?" 

Bu Changqing's face darkened as he watched ye chen and the other two leave. He was filled with regret. 

"It seems that my previous attitude has angered these three?" 

No matter what he thought, ye chen would not come back. 

"Ah, so the three of them have nothing to do with bu Changqing? I was happy for nothing!" 

Seeing how cold ye chen and bu Changqing's relationship was, everyone shook their heads and left. Bu 

Changqing's glorious moment had not lasted for a moment before it disappeared. 

At the end of the day, ye chen was the one who had brought this upon them. What did it have to do 

with the city Lord's mansion? 
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"Please!" 

The Imperial City's emissary brought ye chen and the other two onto the sword boat and flew directly 

toward the Imperial City. 

The spiritual realm's Imperial City was located above the nine Heavens, between the sea of clouds, on 

the spiritual peak! 

The sword boat flew forward, and the sea of clouds was dense. It was like a Fairyland. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, you're so powerful at such a young age and can easily fight those above your level. 

You're indeed an elite of the human race!" 

The Imperial City's Messenger looked at ye chen, his heart filled with joy. 

This time, when he came out to find the elites of the human race, the spirit Emperor had told him that 

the selection conditions were to only consider strength and age, regardless of background. 

This was because the selection of talents this time was of great importance. 

"You're too polite, senior is the true expert!" 

Ye chen replied calmly. He could tell at a glance that the emissary in front of him was a tribulation 

transcendence expert. His cultivation base might have just entered the Tribulation transcendence stage 

but he relied on the high-density spiritual energy in the spirit realm to cultivate. His Foundation was 

several times stronger than that of the spirit realm. 

In other words, even though they were both tribulation passing cultivators, the blissful scholar and the 

emissaries from the Imperial City were not on the same level. 

"I wouldn't dare. Based on your talent, you'll definitely achieve body integration in less than ten years!" 

"Ten years?" 

"Eh? Does fellow Daoist ye have any other opinions?" 

Ye chen sneered at the Messenger's confusion. 

"I ascended to the spirit realm to improve my cultivation as soon as possible. There are many more 

important things waiting for me to do. Ten years is too long." 

"Oh? In that case, how long does fellow Daoist ye think he'll need to reach the body integration stage?" 

"Three months!" 

"What?" 

The Imperial City's Messenger's brows furrowed, his heart filled with shock. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, isn't this a little too exaggerated?" He said with a smile. 

"You're too short-sighted, why say so much!" 



Ye chen did not want to say anything more. Although the person in front of him was a tribulation-

transcending expert, in terms of vision, the difference between him and the eye of the heavenly 

Emperor was too great. There was no way to communicate with him. 

"This ... Sigh!" 

The Imperial City's emissary sighed slightly. He thought that ye chen was still too arrogant. Although he 

was talented, he still needed to be trained. 

However, this would not affect his judgment of ye chen because the spiritual realm needed a talent like 

him right now. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The sword boat entered the cloud ocean, and its speed increased instead of decreasing. It was the 

emissary of the Imperial City who had used a secret technique to increase its speed with the help of the 

power of the cloud ocean. 

After six hours, everyone entered the cloud Sea. 

"Spirit peak is just ahead. Everyone, be careful." 

After the Imperial Messenger's reminder, he steered the sword boat into the depths of the sea of 

clouds. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

In the sky, Thunder rumbled, and a desolation Qi filled the sky, shaking everyone's hearts. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

Following that, the lightning and thunder continued to charge forward. It actually didn't care who was in 

front of it, it just attacked. 

"No wonder this person told us to be careful.“ 

Ye chen could tell at a glance that there was a huge formation hidden in the clouds. The rules and 

arrangement of this formation were extremely complicated. It even contained immortal spells. At least, 

this meant that Immortals were involved. 

"An immortal?" 

At the thought of this, ye Chen's heart was filled with excitement. Ever since he came to the human 

world to re-cultivate, he had not seen an immortal. 

Immortals were illusory existences, at least to ordinary people. 

The itinerant Immortals among them were even more so. 

They traveled the world, went to the heavens, and went to the netherworld. Not only did they have 

extraordinary cultivation, but they were also carefree Warriors. 



Ye chen closed his eyes to sense the energy of the Grand formation around him. As expected, he 

accurately captured the immortal energy contained in one of the rule fragments. 

"Loose immortal!" 

The mumbling attracted the attention of the emissaries from the Imperial City. 

Fellow Daoist ye, you didn't see any clues, did you?" 

Although he could not believe it, the Imperial City's emissary noticed that ye chen had been acting 

strangely since he entered the sea of clouds. Now that he had mentioned the name of an itinerant 

immortal, he could not help but think that ye chen had seen through the cloud formation. 

"The cloud ocean Chura formation is indeed exquisite." 

"Ah?" 

Hearing this, the Imperial City's Messenger turned pale with fright. 

It was impossible for him to see through the intricacies of such a formation. The person in front of him 

was only at the void refinement realm, but he was able to see through the core of the formation. 

Facing the shocked emissaries of the Imperial City, ye chen was unperturbed. He seemed to think that it 

was an extremely simple matter to see the key to this array. 

The Imperial City's Messenger sized ye chen up again and was even more shocked. 

"He's so calm, as if he's an old monster who's been cultivating for ten thousand years. Isn't that too 

abnormal?" 

He kept shaking his head, unable to understand the crux of the matter. However, he felt even more that 

it was heaven's help for him to be able to find such a talent. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The sword boat sped through the clouds and entered the last great Dao of the cloud Sea. 

"Everyone, please!" 

The Imperial City's emissary made an inviting gesture and ye chen and the other two flew off the boat. 

"The Imperial City's spiritual peak is right in front of us. Once we enter, please do not move and follow 

me to meet the spiritual Emperor!" 

"Don't worry!" 

Ye chen led the great ancestor and Wushuang to keep up with the envoy. 

The four of them passed through the cloud Sea Avenue and entered the Imperial City. Suddenly, a 

strong pressure hit them. 

Chapter 1902 The Six Arts Of Immortal And Demon! 

The powerful pressure was suffocating. 
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Ye chen could feel that this pressure also contained powerful immortal law. This kind of power was not 

something that a cultivator who had crossed the Tribulation could create. 

"Please!" 

The Imperial City's emissary said to ye chen and the other two. 

He was observing ye Chen's expression. However, under such pressure, ye Chen's expression was very 

calm. There was not even a trace of shock. This made him feel very strange. 

It was impossible for someone in the spirit realm to be so calm when faced with such an unbelievable 

pressure. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, did you feel anything?" 

Finally, the Imperial City Messenger could not help but ask. 

"Mm ..." 

Ye chen took a deep breath and nodded slightly. 

"The spiritual Qi in this spirit peak is extremely dense. One breath of it will make you feel refreshed and 

very good.“ 

"Only these?" 

"What else is there?" 

"This ..." 

The Imperial City's emissaries looked at the great ancestor and ye Wushuang behind them. The two of 

them were obviously suppressed by the celestial spell and looked very unnatural. Only ye chen was 

completely fine. 

"Ha, I'm fine!" 

The messenger smiled and didn't say anything else, but he was secretly happy. 

This time, he had gone to all the major cities to find young and promising people. His goal was very 

important, as it was related to the future of the spirit realm and the devil World. 

Therefore, to be able to find someone like ye chen, who had profound and unfathomable strength, was 

exactly what he wanted. 

Da, da, da!" 

The four of them walked to the front of the hall, and a row of Imperial Guards appeared in front of 

them. 

Ye chen glanced at them. These Imperial Guards were completely different from the ones in the 

previous cities. These Imperial Guards had extremely high cultivation bases, all of them at the early 

stage of crossing calamity. When they saw ye Chen's group of four, they looked mighty and exuded a 

powerful pressure. 



"Who are you?" 

One of them walked out. He was wearing a golden armor and holding a golden halberd. He was the 

captain of the Imperial Guards. 

Ye chen glanced at him. This person's cultivation base had actually reached the late-stage of crossing 

calamity. 

"I'm the emissary of the spirit Emperor. I'm here to bring the human geniuses." 

"A genius?" 

The Imperial Guard Captain looked at ye chen and sneered. 

"Void refinement realm? great Messenger, have you gone senile?" 

"Captain, even though this man's cultivation is not high, he is extremely powerful. He is not at a 

disadvantage when facing someone at the late stages of the unity stage. If I don't recommend such a 

genius to my Emperor, wouldn't it be a dereliction of my duty?" 

"Hahaha, what a joke!" 

The captain of the Imperial Guards looked at ye chen coldly. A powerful energy suppressed ye chen. 

"What?" 

Ye chen was furious that he was treated this way before he even entered the main hall. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

p The powerful energy pressed down on ye chen, but he was not afraid at all. He stood still like Mount 

Tai and the Big Dipper, acting naturally. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Of course, when facing a late-stage crossing calamity cultivator, the cultivation base suppression was 

too severe. Ye chen directly activated the ancient God Power and created the ancient God Space. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The massive power came crashing down, but ye chen instantly hid it in the ancient God Space. 

Although from an outsider's point of view, this power was constantly spinning around ye Chen's body, in 

reality, it was trapped in the ancient God Space. 

"What?" 

The Imperial Guard captain's eyes widened in disbelief. 

"Impossible!" 

His face revealed a shocked expression. Although he didn't use any unparalleled super power, he was 

still a late dujie stage expert while this brat in front of him was only at the void refinement realm. How 

could he resist the power of his pressure? 



"Hahaha, what do you think, Captain of the Imperial Guards?" 

The Imperial City Messenger laughed as he looked at the invitation letter. 

"Mm ..." 

The captain of the Imperial Guards gave ye chen a meaningful look. He looked at ye chen coldly, still a 

little unconvinced. 

"Hmph, this is nothing. Since the great Messenger has vouched for you, I won't stop you. But remember, 

don't be too arrogant." 

He gestured for the Imperial Guards to move aside, and they all made way for him. 

The Imperial City's Messenger was very proud. He knew that the head of the Imperial Guards had always 

been very proud, even to messengers like him. He did not expect to be defeated by ye chen today. This 

was a rare sight. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The doors of the hall before them slowly opened as a heavy feeling washed over them. This was an 

ancient aura, the hidden fortune of the heavens and earth within spirit peak. 

"Please!" 

"En!" 

Ye chen nodded and walked forward. He could keenly sense that an extremely powerful energy had 

appeared in front of him. 

"The two of you, please wait outside," 

"What?" 

Ye chen looked at the envoy. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, this meeting is no small matter. Let's follow the rules." 

Ye chen motioned for the great ancestor and Wushuang to stay and followed the emissary into the main 

hall. 

In the main hall, the ancient aura from before was even stronger. Ye chen could feel it very clearly. 

He looked ahead and saw layers of light screens. 

"What?" 

Ye chen squinted his eyes and observed carefully, but he still could not find any useful information. 

He immediately realized that this was the power of a domain. 

There seemed to be a person sitting on the throne, but it didn't seem like a person. It was extremely 

illusory. 

Fellow Daoist ye, I'll leave the rest of the conversation to the spirit Emperor." 



"Alright!" 

Ye chen agreed and continued to move forward. 

Behind them, the emissaries of the Imperial City walked out of the hall. 

The space was filled with a holy aura that seemed to be drawing upon the psionic power in ye Chen's 

body. 

"Ye chen!" 

Suddenly, a voice came from the throne and entered ye Chen's ears. 

This kind of sound could shake a person's soul, but ye chen smiled coldly and did not care at all. 

"Such arrogance, what abilities do you have?" 

"There's no need to talk about my abilities. Why are you spending so much effort to find a genius?" 

"How can you talk to me? of course you're not afraid of death." 

"Hahaha, a puny little spiritual Emperor, you're not worthy of my attention!" 

"What?" 

Ye Chen's words caused the entire space to tremble. On the throne, a powerful energy attacked ye chen. 

"Ah!" 

With a cold shout, ye Chen's unparalleled power erupted. The immortal Flying Dagger's blade light 

flickered and shattered the energy that was charging at him. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The space was constantly filled with all kinds of spiritual energy explosions, but ye chen was unscathed. 

"Hahaha!" 

Suddenly, a shocking laugh came from the throne. 

"Your confidence surprised me." 

"You're already surprised by this? your level of surprise is too low. " 

"Are you sure I won't kill you?" 

"You're searching for me for thousands of miles to kill me? Do you think I'm a three-year-old kid?" 

"Good spirit!" 

Light and shadow flickered, and a door appeared in the space. A person walked out from it. It was the 

true body of the spirit Emperor. 

Ye chen looked at the man. He had the air of a Sage and an extraordinary temperament. 



"You are the first person who dares to talk to me like this. However, you made the right bet. I am 

looking for geniuses for the great plan of the human race. I will not kill you easily." 

"If you have something to say, then say it directly. Why beat around the bush?" 

Ye chen stepped forward and faced the spirit Emperor. 

"This is going to be a big operation." 

"What action?" 

"Six arts of immortal and demon!" 

Chapter 1903 The Immortal Demon Secret Realm! 

"What are the six arts of immortal and demon?" 

When ye chen heard this name, he seemed to realize that something serious was about to happen and 

asked the spirit Emperor. 

"This is a Grand gathering of the gods and demons above the peak of the God and Demon Realm. The 

God and demon race discovered a world-level secret realm." 

"Oh?" 

Ye chen remained calm. A world-class secret realm. This was interesting. 

Before he became the heavenly Emperor, he had experienced countless secret realms. He didn't know 

what kind of secret realm the spiritual Emperor was talking about. 

"This secret realm is related to a secret, a secret that can drive Immortals and demons crazy." 

"What secret?" 

"The secret of immortal Ascension!" 

The spirit Emperor thought that ye chen would be shocked and submissive when he heard this but he 

was wrong. To ye chen, becoming an immortal was child's play. It was just a new starting point in 

cultivation. 

The spirit Emperor's heart trembled when he saw how calm ye chen was. 

He was thinking,"is this kid so arrogant that he doesn't understand Celestials at all? or is this Celestials 

only so-so in his eyes?" 

It was very abnormal for a person at the refined void martial stage to not have any respect for 

Immortals. 

The spirit Emperor had seen too many geniuses, but no one had ever been as arrogant as ye chen. 

However, one could not see any blasphemy or pretense in his expression. It was an expression of true 

belief. 

This was too terrifying! 
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"Ha, ye chen, don't you have any respect for Immortals? Or do you think that you can't become an 

immortal, so you're deliberately keeping a distance?" 

"Spirit Emperor, you're wrong. In my eyes, this is just a new starting point. What's there to be shocked 

about?" 

"This ..." 

The spirit Emperor frowned slightly. According to what he said, it was true. 

This was because Immortals, whether they were loose Immortals or true immortals, were completely 

different from tribulation passing experts. 

The Tribulation transcendence was like a stepping stone that gave you the possibility of becoming an 

immortal. However, if you really wanted to become an immortal, you still needed to touch the rules of 

immortal Dharma. This was more important, and it was also a truth that countless people in the 

Tribulation transcendence realm could not figure out in their entire lives. 

With a few simple words, the spirit Emperor could feel that ye Chen's perspective was completely 

different from that of Ordinary Geniuses. Ye Chen's perspective was looking down, and even the true 

meaning of the immortals was under his feet. Although his cultivation base had not reached that level, 

his mental state had transcended. 

"Ye chen, you're an unusual person. I've seen countless geniuses, but none of them are like you. You 

look arrogant but the true intent contained in you is truly shocking." 

"You're too kind!" 

Ye chen did not expect the person before him to be so different from ordinary people. He had a certain 

level of mental state. 

"Since I've determined that you're the person I'm looking for, then I'll tell you about the six arts of 

immortal and demon." 

"A hundred years ago, our spirit realm discovered a Mystic realm that contained boundless heaven and 

earth spiritual energy. There were even some laws that even tribulation passing stage Almighties 

couldn't understand, causing a stir in the entire spirit realm. "However, because this secret realm was 

located at the intersection of the spiritual realm and the devil realm, news of this secret realm was 

quickly discovered by the devil realm. They sent a large number of troops to attack it, and our spiritual 

realm also sent many experts to fight. This battle could be said to be the strongest Battle between 

Immortals and Devils in history, and countless experts died ..." 

At this point, the spirit Emperor let out a long sigh. Many of his disciples, and even his senior and junior 

brothers, had died in this battle. 

"Because of this great battle, both the spiritual realm and the devil realm suffered great losses. Later on, 

many experts of the spiritual realm and the devil realm discovered that a new door had actually 

appeared in the depths of this secret realm. And inside this door, there was the power of Immortals and 

Devils mixed in. Only those from the spiritual realm and the devil realm could open it by using their 

origin techniques at the same time. As for those who entered, they lost all news of them." 



"Why?" 

"In the beginning, no one knew. However, as the number of people who entered increased, people 

discovered that cultivators above the age of 50 would die without a burial place. Those below the age of 

50 with insufficient talent and Foundation would also die without a burial place. However, genius 

cultivators can enter and leave freely, but they must have the same number of people from the spirit 

realm and devil realm to enter. Otherwise, the secret realm will be imbalanced, and those who enter 

will have no possibility of survival." 

"Such a strange result can't help but be suspicious. 

"Hahaha, a genius is a genius. So many people have been kept in the dark. I didn't expect you to see the 

key with one look." 

Ye chen was a little surprised to see the spirit Emperor's joy. This person was indeed unfathomable. 

With just a sentence or a slight expression, he could read people's hearts. He was a master! 

"This secret realm must be man-made!" 

"Wonderful!" 

The spirit Emperor praised. 

Not to mention a young man like ye chen, even a ten-thousand-year-old monster might not be able to 

easily see through such a secret. The spirit Emperor could not understand ye Chen's performance but he 

was overjoyed. 

For the sake of this immortal demon secret realm, the spirit realm and the demon Realm had been 

entangled for too long, resulting in countless deaths and injuries. However, no one had found the true 

secret of the secret realm. Now, ye chen was very likely to be the "key" to opening the secret realm. 

"I've been studying this secret realm for decades. I can't believe you can tell that I'm not as good as 

you!" 

If someone was here and heard this, the entire spiritual realm would probably be in an uproar. A 

spiritual Emperor actually said that he was inferior to a kid in the void refinement realm. This was like a 

fantasy story, but it really happened in the spiritual Emperor Palace. 

Ye chen thought to himself,'there are so many people in this world who have the mindset of being the 

only one in the world. The spirit Emperor in front of me has a high position and a profound cultivation 

base. He can actually see my position. This is not simple.' 

"Spirit Emperor, don't talk too much. I'll participate in this operation." 

"Hahaha, I knew you wouldn't give up on this opportunity to show off your skills and possibly obtain a 

Supreme treasure. The spiritual realm only needed to obtain the truth of the secret realm. As for the 

treasures within, as long as one had the ability, they would all belong to one person.“ 

"No problem!" 



The purpose of entering the spiritual realm was to improve one's cultivation. Only then could one enter 

the underworld to find su Yuhan. 

"Very well, ye chen. The person who could design such a secret realm must be a powerhouse beyond 

our imagination. When you enter, you must not act rashly. Think twice." 

"Ha!" 

In the face of the spirit Emperor's reminder, ye chen only sneered and turned to leave. 

Outside the door, the emissaries of the Imperial City had been waiting for a long time. 

"Arrange accommodation for ye chen and his companions." 

"Yes, spirit Emperor!" 

The emissary left with ye chen and the other two. 

In the Imperial City, they found a place with beautiful mountains and clear waters for ye chen. 

Fellow Daoist ye, how's the environment here?" 

"Not bad, thank you." 

"I wouldn't dare. The spirit Emperor really values fellow Daoist ye. We'll leave this trip to the secret 

realm to you. We'll find the other five companions as soon as possible." 

"Five travelers?" 

"The six arts of immortal and devil requires six geniuses from both the spiritual realm and devil realm to 

enter the secret realm!" 

Chapter 1904 1908-Advancing To The Unity Realm! 

Fellow Daoist ye, this is a gift from the spirit Emperor." 

The emissary took out a storage ring and handed it to ye chen. 

Ye chen took the ring and imbued it with psionic power. He sensed that there were many things inside. 

"Since you've delivered everything, I'll take my leave." 

"I won't send you off!" 

After the emissaries left, ye chen opened the storage ring. Many spirit stones in it were shining with 

spirit light. 

"Hahaha, fellow Daoist ye, the quality of these spirit stones is actually much better than the ones in the 

great might city. As a result, the old ancestor is reluctant to use them all up." 

"Forefather, I think it's very difficult for you to use it all at once, right?" 

"Fellow Daoist ye really knows me well. These Supreme-grade spirit stones have extraordinary power, 

and the energy contained in them can even be used as a supplement at a critical moment. They're quite 

valuable." 
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"That's right. We'll split it into three portions, one for each person." 

Ye chen divided the spirit stones into three piles and distributed them to the great ancestor and 

Wushuang. 

Although the great ancestor and Wushuang were not participating in this great immortal demon 

competition, both of them were at a critical point in their cultivation. Ye chen would not let them cut off 

their cultivation resources. 

There were also a few divine weapons among them, all of which were high-quality spirit artifacts. Ye 

chen had also divided them. 

The three of them returned to their own rooms and began to cultivate. 

Ye Chen's cultivation base had already reached the great circle of the void training stage. A 

breakthrough would only take an instant. As long as he wanted to, he could do it at any time. 

However, ye chen was not in a hurry because he still had to improve his Foundation to a higher level. 

Only in this way could he break through quickly after advancing to the form synthesis stage and not 

leave too much time. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Ye chen entered the house and casually set up a protective formation to isolate himself from the outside 

world. 

"Roar!" 

Then, the space-splitting beast revealed itself. 

"Phew ..." 

The space-splitting beast opened its mouth and a powerful suction force circulated on the spirit stone. 

Suddenly, countless psionic powers gushed into ye Chen's body like a tidal wave. 

This method of absorbing spiritual energy was too brutal. Even a unity stage cultivator wouldn't be able 

to do it so simply. 

Because this would cause the spiritual energy in the meridians to overload. Ordinary people couldn't 

bear it at all, and they might even be crushed and become disabled. 

However, this was child's play for ye chen. The strength of the ancient God Body lay in the ability of the 

meridians to transport various kinds of energy. 

Most people would have their meridians growing between their flesh and blood, but ye chen could be 

called a divine Meridian. 

The capacity of a Holy Meridian to withstand energy was more than a hundred times that of a normal 

Meridian. 

This was one of the reasons why ye Chen's Foundation was far superior to ordinary people. With the 

support of the space-splitting beast's devouring power and the Supreme-grade great devouring 



mageweath that he cultivated, ye Chen's cultivation speed was thousands or even tens of thousands of 

times faster than cultivators of the same level. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

Soon, lightning appeared around ye Chen's body. This was the effect of the energy explosion. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

As the energy density was too high, the energy in the Holy pulse condensed into various forms and 

fought to surge toward the sea of Qi. 

The powerful energy rushed into his sea of Chi and even ye chen felt a burst of excitement. 

"Good!" 

Ye chen circulated the ancient God mental cultivation method and guided the psionic energy to 

constantly wash through his sea of Chi, condensing it into energy crystals. 

This was the special effect of the ancient God's secret technique. It could continue to suppress the liquid 

energy and turn it into energy crystals. 

These crystals could even be freely transported in the Holy pulse. When used, the power that these 

crystals could release per unit volume was more than 10000 times that of ordinary spiritual energy. 

This was the life-saving trump card that ye chen was most confident in! 

As the psionic power in his body continued to turn into energy crystals and was stored in various parts 

of his body, ye Chen's body was also undergoing a qualitative change. 

"Phew ..." 

Ye chen let out a breath of turbid air. With the creation of the energy crystal, the various impurities in 

his body lost their chance to hide and were forced out of his body. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

He opened his eyes, and Starlight flickered. 

"Stellar transformation!" 

When the incantation was recited, the entire universe shook! 

In the starry sky, countless stars flickered at the same time as if they were attracted by some powerful 

force and poured down on ye chen. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The Starlight poured into ye Chen's body, making his body even more indestructible. At the same time, it 

stimulated the creation of energy crystals. 

"Since the energy crystal has been formed, it's time to break through." 

Ye Chen's heart was determined. His eyes were sharp, and his entire body bloomed with Starlight. 



"Ah!" 

With a long shout, ye Chen's body made a cracking sound. His bones, muscles, and blood vessels all 

underwent great changes. 

"Ancient God Body rank two Suan ni, activate!" 

With a furious roar, ye Chen's skin began to crystallize. His entire body seemed to be made of crystal, 

without a single impurity. 

"Ah!" 

He raised his hand and threw a punch at the sky. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Heaven and earth resonated, and the sun and moon could not compete with it! 

After a night of absorption, refinement, and crystal creation, ye Chen's body underwent another 

transformation. The ancient God crystal was formed! 

The second stage of the ancient God Body was not only a hundred times stronger, but also a thousand 

times more powerful in the operation of psionic power. Even a body integration stage super mighty 

figure would have to bow down to ye chen, let alone a body integration stage super mighty figure. 

Such a powerful vibration, even though it was isolated by the formation, could not escape the detection 

of the experts. 

In the spirit Emperor Palace, the spirit Emperor quickly sensed the existence of the strange 

phenomenon. 

"Is that you, ye chen?" 

In the spirit Emperor's eyes, although geniuses had gathered in the Imperial City, the person who could 

cause such a phenomenon was ye chen. 

"This kid is so abnormal. He's not someone we can predict. His background is extraordinary!" 

At first, the spirit Emperor had wanted to investigate ye Chen's background. However, after thinking 

about it many times, he felt that ye chen was definitely not an ordinary person. He might even be the 

reincarnation of some super big Shot. If he angered the primordial spirit of that Big Shot because of his 

carelessness, the consequences would be unimaginable. 

It was precisely because he was a spiritual Emperor with a high position and power that he was able to 

see more unknown and mysterious knowledge than ordinary people. 

While reading through ancient books and broadening his horizons, the spirit Emperor knew that there 

were too many more powerful people in this world, and even the immortal realm was not the peak. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, I hope you'll be able to uncover the truth behind the immortal demon secret realm 

and open our eyes to the people of the Spirit realm so that we can break free from the shackles of the 

earth realm." 



The spiritual Emperor was a low-level itinerant immortal. He had tried many times to transcend 

tribulations and ascend, but he had failed every time. In the end, he had no choice but to suppress his 

cultivation to the Tribulation passing stage in order to avoid the heavenly Tribulation. 

However, as an ambitious cultivator, how could he allow his cultivation to stop? sooner or later, he 

would have to suffer the heavenly Tribulation. 

The immortal demon secret realm was his last chance, and it was up to ye chen to grasp this 

opportunity. 

The light of the stars gradually faded. Ye chen got up and walked out of the house. 

His eyes flickered as he muttered to himself,""I've finally recovered to the form synthesis stage?" 

Chapter 1905 Before The Expedition! 

Ye chen had advanced to the form synthesis stage and at the same time, his one-star ancient God Body 

had advanced to rank two. His strength had increased greatly. 

This was ye Chen's preparation for the six techniques of immortal demon. 

The spiritual Emperor was already very powerful, but he was still very cautious about the six arts of 

immortal and demon. This was enough to show that the immortal and demon operation this time was 

not simple. 

The next day, the spirit Emperor met ye chen again. 

"Ye chen, your cultivation base has already broken through to the form synthesis stage. That's 

incredible." 

Sensing ye Chen's current strong foundation, the spirit Emperor was very happy. It was clear that it was 

ye chen who had triggered the phenomenon last night. 

"The cultivation resources sent by the spirit Emperor also helped me a lot. When will the six arts of 

immortal and demon be held?" 

"The time is still early!" 

"Oh?" 

"In seven days." 

"Why?" 

"According to the calculations of the demon race's priest, there will be strange phenomena in the sky in 

seven days. It is the time to open the secret realm." 

Upon hearing this, ye Chen's first thought was whether this was a conspiracy of the demons. 

The spirit Emperor seemed to have read ye Chen's mind and said,""The secret plane was created by a 

super, it's not something the demon race can control. Don't worry about that. Moreover, after entering 

the secret realm, the twelve of you, six Immortals and six Devils, will have to work together. If there's an 

accident, you'll all be doomed. " 
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"En!" 

Ye chen nodded. 

"This is a classic that I've been studying with all my heart. It's called the 'Heavenly Star Imperial heart 

technique'. It'll definitely be of help to your cultivation. Take it." 

"Many thanks!" 

Ye chen took the Jade slip and imbued it with psionic power. In an instant, countless pieces of 

information entered his mind. 

Although these mind control techniques were almost useless to ye chen, as a heavenly Emperor re-

cultivating, many of his mind control techniques were of a higher level than this. It was just that the time 

was not right, so he did not use them. 

However, this was a kind gesture from a spirit Emperor. He didn't want to expose his identity, so he 

accepted it. 

"Have you found the other five?" 

"I've already found it!" 

The spirit Emperor pointed at the air. Spiritual energy gathered, and a light screen appeared. 

On the screen, five people appeared. They were the five people who had cooperated with ye chen this 

time. 

"These five people are all at the late stages of the unity stage, and some of them even have the strength 

to pass the heavenly Tribulation. What do you think?" 

Ye chen looked at the information on the five of them and nodded slightly. 

In fact, he didn't care about these five people at all. He wouldn't share what he wanted with anyone in 

this secret realm. 

"Since there's no problem, we'll gather at the mountain Gate in seven days!" 

"Understood!" 

Ye chen turned around and left, returning to his residence. 

Fellow Daoist ye, is there any request for the spirit Emperor to summon you this time?" The old ancestor 

said. 

"It's still about the six techniques of immortal and demon. It'll open in seven days. " 

"It's that urgent?" 

"It's the demons who can't hold back. Forefather, Wushuang, this time you will be outside and I will be 

inside. If the situation changes, I'm afraid I can't help you. " 

"What do you mean?" 



"After seven days, you will leave spirit peak in secret and wait for my news." 

"This ... Aren't you in danger?" 

"Forefather, are you saying that you don't have confidence in me?" 

"Hahaha, I dare not, I dare not!" 

The great ancestor smiled and denied it. Then, he and ye Wushuang followed ye Chen's instructions. 

Ye chen continued to use the various treasures and spirit stones given to him by the spirit Emperor to 

cultivate. 

Although he had advanced to the form synthesis stage and his strength had increased greatly, ye chen 

still did not know what kind of people the demons would send to participate in this operation. He had to 

be fully prepared. 

He sat cross-legged on the futon and meditated. 

Ye chen did not eat or drink for seven days in a row. His heart was as still as water. 

In this process, his rank two ancient God Body was more complete, and his body integration realm 

cultivation was incredibly sturdy. Even if he encountered a tribulation transcendence expert, he 

wouldn't have any problems. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Suddenly, the world trembled and the sound of a bell rang out. 

Ye chen opened his eyes. The meridians in his body were filled with ancient God Power. He activated the 

light of the stars and day came. 

Under the starlight and neon lights, ye chen walked out. 

At the spirit peak square, outside the gate, the spirit Emperor came in person. 

"Everyone, this operation is related to the future situation of our spirit realm and devil realm, so we 

must not be careless. Is ye chen here?" 

Hearing the Spirit Emperor's call, ye chen flew out. 

With the Starlight following him, his presence was Grand. The moment he appeared, he attracted the 

attention of the other five. 

"This man is the leader of this operation. His name is ye chen!" 

A cultivator said to a white-robed young master. 

"Hmph! He's just entered the form synthesis stage, yet he's already so arrogant. What a joke!" 

The young man in white sneered. He could tell at a glance that ye chen was not a native of the spiritual 

realm. 

"Young master Yu Feng, this person is leading us. What is the spiritual Emperor thinking?" 



At this moment, a man in brocade clothes came forward and said to the young man in white. 

"Who knows? we're proud sons of heaven in the spiritual realm, yet we're being led by someone in the 

spiritual realm. How despicable!" 

The two of them were not convinced and looked at the other three. 

The three of them were all from prestigious families and had extraordinary cultivation. The strongest of 

them was called Yuchi Fengyun, and was someone who had the strength to pass through the 

Tribulation. For this operation, he had delayed the timing of his tribulation. He had originally thought 

that he would definitely be the leader of this operation, but he hadn't expected that a spirit realm brat 

would steal the limelight. Naturally, he was very unhappy. 

"Senior brother Windcloud, we've been completely suppressed by our guest this time." 

The two young masters, Bai Yi and Jin Yi, came over and said. 

"Linlong, Yufeng, you've also seen that kid." 

"Hmph, this person is arrogant and despotic. The spirit Emperor summoned him and he actually flew up 

the stage. He really doesn't know what's good for him." 

"Trash that just entered the body integration stage. It's shameful to lead us!" 

The three of them looked angry at the same time. 

"All of you, come on stage!" 

The spirit Emperor said to the five great experts below. 

"AI!" 

The five of them were very unconvinced, but it was useless. This was the order of the spirit Emperor, 

and they didn't dare to disobey. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Everyone flew up the stage one after another, not wanting to be overshadowed by ye chen. 

"Feng Yun, do you have any objections to my arrangement?" 

The spirit Emperor stepped forward and asked the five of them. 

,m "This!" 

Yuchi Fengyun respected the spirit Emperor very much, so he didn't want to cause any trouble. 

However, the four people behind him kept adding fuel to the fire. 

"Lord spirit Emperor, what is this person's ability to dare lead our team?" 

Zhou Yufeng stepped forward and questioned. 

"Yufeng!" Yuchi Fengyun wanted to stop him, but Zhou Yufeng had already made up his mind and 

wouldn't retreat. 



"Hahaha, I have my reasons for letting ye chen be the leader. His strength is not inferior to yours. In fact, 

he might even be above you." 

"What?" 

Hearing this, even if it was a spirit Emperor, Zhou Yufeng could only sneer. 

"Lord spirit Emperor, although you are the Supreme Leader of the spirit realm, you can't speak 

nonsense." 

"Oh? How can I speak nonsense?" 

"This person has just entered the form synthesis stage not long ago, so how can he be above us? 

Moreover, he's an ascender of the spirit realm, so his Foundation must be extremely flawed. He'll only 

be a burden if he goes with us!" 

"What?" 

When ye chen heard this, he looked at Zhou Yufeng coldly. He had been holding back for a long time but 

he did not expect these people to go from bad to worse! 

Chapter 1906 His Name Shakes The Spiritual World! 

"Trash like you dare to evaluate the actions of the heavens?" 

Ye Chen's cold eyes swept over Zhou Yufeng as he replied domineeringly. 

"The heavens?" 

Zhou Yufeng was taken aback for a moment before bursting into laughter. 

"Hahaha, this kid said he's the heavens! Do you guys think that this brat can't finish using his brain?" 

He turned to the others and laughed. 

"Hahaha, that's right. Do you really think you're the heavenly Emperor?" 

"What an idiot. His brain must be fried." 

"The heavens? If you were me, I would be the F * cking King of the Universe!" 

Countless spirit realm fighters laughed at ye chen. The spirit Emperor did not say anything. After all, 

calling himself heaven was an extremely arrogant act. Even the spirit Emperor could not bear to watch 

it. Although he acknowledged ye Chen's strength, he did not think that he was heaven! 

"Zhou Yufeng!" 

Ye chen suddenly shouted coldly. 

"How is it?" 

Zhou Yufeng suddenly turned around and looked at ye chen with a mocking smile. 

However, very soon, he could no longer smile because he saw a huge giant staring at him from behind 

ye chen. 
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The giant glowed with a golden light as if he was a God of War. The pressure on his body was like that of 

a God! 

"This, this!" 

Zhou Yufeng's eyes were burning with fire. It was because he had been hit by ye Chen's true Samadhi 

fire that he could see everything. 

In the eyes of the others, they could not see anything. They could only see Zhou Yufeng staring blankly 

at ye chen, his eyes filled with fear. No one knew why. 

"Yufeng, Yufeng!" 

Huo linlong patted Zhou Yufeng's shoulder. He had sensed Zhou Yufeng's abnormal behavior, and it was 

as if he had entered an illusion and was unable to extricate himself. 

However, no matter how hard he tried, Zhou Yufeng's body trembled, and he didn't show any reaction. 

"What?" 

Huo linlong looked at Yuchi Fengyun behind him in confusion. 

"Brother Windcloud, what's wrong with this kid?" 

"This!" 

Yuchi Fengyun walked over and released his spiritual power to sense Zhou Yufeng. There was nothing 

unusual about him, but his expression and body were trembling unconsciously. What was going on? 

"How was it? what did you see?" 

Ye Chen's sudden words caused the atmosphere to turn strange. Yuchi Fengyun and Huo linlong locked 

their eyes on ye chen at the same time, their faces filled with anger. 

"What did you do to him?" Yuchi Fengyun asked. 

"I didn't do anything." 

Ye chen replied. 

"Heaven, you're indeed the heaven. I'm convinced, I'm convinced!" 

Zhou Yufeng immediately knelt on the ground and kowtowed to ye chen. 

"Hahaha!" 

Ye Chen's overbearing laughter resounded through the entire place. The might of an ancient God was 

unleashed. Everyone could feel their bodies tremble. Those with insufficient foundations immediately 

knelt on the ground as if they were worshiping the heavenly Emperor. 

"This!" 

Yuchi Fengyun and Huo linlong could also feel the terror. They retreated one after another, not daring to 

be careless. 



"Lowly ant, remember today's lesson!" 

Ye chen turned around and walked away. Only then did Zhou Yufeng get up from the ground, trembling. 

"Yu Feng, what's the matter with you? you actually kowtowed to that bastard?" 

"Zhou Yufeng, are you crazy?" 

The remaining few spiritual realm prodigies all chided Zhou Yufeng for his self-deprecating behavior. 

After all, Zhou Yufeng was an existence that was as famous as them, and his actions would be 

embarrassing for them. 

Seeing this scene, the spiritual Emperor was also shocked. As a spiritual Emperor with an extremely high 

cultivation and an expert close to the individual immortal realm, he actually couldn't see through this. 

"What secret is this kid hiding?" The spirit Emperor was suspicious but since things had already come to 

this, ye chen wanted to be the leader. He did not want to create a Rift with ye chen because of this 

matter, so he did not say anything. 

"Alright, even Zhou Yufeng has submitted to ye chen. What reason do you have to object?" 

The spirit Emperor spoke at the right time. Yuchi Fengyun and the others were also afraid of ye Chen's 

earlier actions and saluted him one after another. 

"We're willing to submit to ye chen!" 

Under Yuchi Fengyun's lead, the five great experts all bowed in respect. 

"Alright, fellow Daoist ye, we'll suppress these pieces of trash with force!" 

The old ancestor suddenly spoke in a loud voice, as if he was afraid that no one could hear him. 

"Who are you? you should die!" 

"Who Do You Think You Are? how dare you be so arrogant in the spiritual realm?" 

The old ancestor's actions immediately caused the other heaven's favorites to fight back. Many experts 

came out to target the old ancestor. 

"Hey, I'm just telling the truth, and you're not happy? Hahaha, if you want to fight, I'm a specialist. I'll 

take you on!" 

Old ancestor yellow spring flew out with the yellow Springs sword in his hand. He was fearless in the 

face of the spiritual realm experts. 

At the same time, ye Wushuang also appeared with the celestial Emperor sword in his hand. 

"Damn it!" 

Many experts attacked one after another, wanting to kill the ancestor. 

"Boom boom boom!" 



Just as the spiritual realm's powerful being was about to make his move, there was a sudden loud noise 

in the sky. A huge palm print suddenly fell. The spiritual realm's powerful being felt as if his body was 

being torn apart, and he was in great pain. 

"Before me, you dared to target my friend?" 

Ye chen took a step forward and a strong wind swept through everyone. 

"Ah!" 

Many form synthesis stage cultivators of the spirit realm were swept away by the violent wind and sent 

flying. 

"Hahaha! I knew it! Before fellow Daoist ye, you trash are nothing!" 

The old ancestor took out his own wine gourd and drank a mouthful of old wine with great enjoyment. 

He even raised his eyebrows and smiled at the five experts. This was obviously a taunt, not giving them 

any face at all. 

"This crazy old man!" 

Huo linlong was furious and wanted to attack. 

"You can 't!" 

Yuchi Fengyun stopped him. 

"Feng Yun, what do you mean by this?" 

"Don't you understand the current situation? the spirit Emperor is obviously protecting this kid. It's very 

inappropriate for us to fight here." 

"What do you mean?" 

"Don't say anymore. The road is still long, what are you afraid of?" 

"Hehe, I understand!" 

Huo linlong nodded slightly. He had already understood what Yuchi Fengyun meant. 

Seeing that the five great experts had not made a move, the other powerhouses were intimidated by ye 

chen and did not dare to make a move. 

Ye Chen's name spread throughout the spirit realm in an instant. A spirit realm ascender could actually 

become the spirit realm's representative and even the spirit realm's leader of the six immortal and 

demon techniques. This news was too explosive! 

"Let's go now!" 

The spirit Emperor knew that the people of the great clans were unconvinced and did not want to cause 

any more trouble, so he issued an order to go on a punitive expedition. 

"Yes!" 



Everyone bowed and boarded the sword boat, heading towards the immortal demon secret realm. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The fleet of sword boats released a powerful energy that shook the entire spirit peak. 

The immortal devil secret realm was located at the border between the spirit realm and the devil realm, 

and it was called the spirit devil Valley! 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

In the sky above the spirit devil Valley, the violent demonic clouds surged crazily, as if the demon race 

was "welcoming" the human race, showing their nature. 

"Hahaha!" 

The violent laughter shook the world. The demonic cloud turned into the shape of an expert. It was the 

ruler of the demonic world. 

"Spiritual Emperor, how have you been?" 

"What?" 

The spirit Emperor squinted his eyes. With a wave of his hand, a powerful spiritual Qi swept out and 

turned into the form of a spirit Emperor, confronting the Dominator of the demonic realm. 

Chapter 1907 Immortal Devil Secret Cave! 

"Devil world's ruler, why are you welcoming us like this?" 

"What's wrong?" the spirit Emperor asked angrily in the face of the powerful demonic energy that 

covered the sky. 

"Spirit Emperor, why are you so stingy? I'm just afraid that you're old and blind and can't see where I 

am. That's why I'm welcoming you like this. Can't I?" 

In the face of the spiritual Emperor's question, the ruler of the demonic realm didn't want to give in and 

responded strongly. 

"Hahaha, since that's the case, it's impolite not to return the favor. I can't fall behind." 

The spiritual Emperor's powerful spiritual energy soared into the sky, forcing back the demon world 

Dominator's demon energy. The two sides were at loggerheads, and there was no sign of cooperation at 

all. They were completely fighting for the limelight. 

However, this wasn't just a competition between the two of them. It was also a competition between 

the human race and the demon race. 

Therefore, it was for this reason that the spirit Emperor did not yield an inch. 

"Spirit Emperor, I don't see any talents in your spirit realm this time." 

"Ha, I'll have to trouble you to take care of the matters of my spirit realm. Manage the people of your 

devil realm well. Don't enter and die, causing harm to the people of my spirit realm." 
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"Don't worry, even if your spiritual realm's team is all dead, my devil realm's people won't die. " 

"Hmph!" 

The spirit Emperor didn't want to waste his breath, so he flew down. 

Immediately, everyone left the stage and arrived at the secret valley. 

Inside the spirit devil Valley, the spiritual Qi and demon energy were complicated and unpredictable. 

This was the most complicated situation. 

Therefore, when they entered the spirit devil Valley, the spirit Emperor had given them the colored glass 

beads to resist the magical energy. Everyone had to carry them with them. 

"Are you all ready?" 

The spirit Emperor asked ye Chen's group of six. 

"I'm ready. " 

Yuchi Fengyun and the others responded. Ye chen did not care about this at all. As long as he entered 

the arcane realm, he would find his own opportunities. 

The Lazurite Pearl given by the spirit Emperor was even more cumbersome because ye chen himself 

cultivated the two great immortal and demon cultivation methods. He was a very powerful spirit 

cultivator and a very powerful demon cultivator at the same time. Not only was the demon energy here 

harmless to him, but it would also strengthen his advantage. 

Of course, ye chen still kept the Lazurite Pearl. He did not want to reveal too much, and at the same 

time, he did not want to arouse the suspicion of the spirit Emperor. 

"Go, I'll leave the spirit world to you guys." The spirit Emperor said to ye chen and the others. 

"Spiritual Emperor, don't worry. This is the end of the demon race!" 

Ye chen stepped forward and said loudly. 

"Ah?" 

When the crowd heard this and saw that it was ye chen, they shook their heads. 

"This person is really too arrogant. He doesn't know the dangers of this Mystic realm at all!" 

"It's fine. As long as ye chen dies, the demon who formed the imprint will be implicated as well. He may 

not be able to escape death. That's the real show!" 

"You're right. As long as ye chen dies, we'll have a higher chance of winning. " 

The crowd murmured. Many of the spiritual realm powerhouses hoped that ye chen would die. 

At this time, the spirit Emperor led ye Chen's group of six and the devil World Dominator LED the people 

of the devil World. 

"Form the brand!" 



"Alright!" 

The spirit Emperor motioned for ye Chen's group of six to step forward. The six great demon experts 

stepped forward at the same time. 

"Don't move!" 

The ruler of the devil World and the spirit Emperor warned everyone at the same time. 

Then, the ruler of the devil World and the spiritual Emperor released their powerful spiritual energy at 

the same time. Immediately, six people of the spiritual world and six people of the devil race imprinted 

their realms on each other. 

"Once this brand is formed, there will be a heavenly fate connection between you two. You will need to 

help each other to balance the power of the immortal and devil in the secret realm. Once there is a gap, 

and one of you dies or is seriously injured, the brand will be damaged, and the energy in the secret 

realm will be out of balance, which will lead to unimaginable consequences. Do you understand?" 

The spirit Emperor shouted to everyone. 

"Understood!" 

The twelve of them replied at the same time. 

"Hahaha, since the mark has been established, let them enter!" 

"Of course!" 

The spirit Emperor and the ruler of the devil realm came to the gate of the secret realm. 

"Ah!" 

The two of them threw out powerful palm prints and hit the door. At the same time, they released two 

keys, one Yin and one yang. They fused together and became the complete key to opening the stone 

door. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The key entered the lock of the door, and the stone door suddenly moved and opened. 

p As the stone door opened, ye chen felt waves of celestial demon power surge out. The powers within 

could no longer be separated and were clearly integrated into one. 

"No wonder it requires immortal and fiend experts to enter. This power is indeed strange!" 

Ye chen led the people from the spirit realm into the secret cave. On the demon side, one of the demon 

dwellers was walking in front. 

This person was tall and had two horns on his head. His aura was extraordinary. Ye chen could tell at a 

glance that he was the leader of the demon race. 

"Hahaha, I really didn't expect that the spirit realm would let a kid who has just entered the form 

synthesis stage be their leader. What a joke!" 



After entering the gate, the demon with two horns sneered at ye chen. 

On the spirit realm's side, none of the five responded. They were obviously dissatisfied with ye chen and 

the others. 

"This is interesting. No one in the spiritual realm is speaking up for you. Kid, what's your name?" 

The demon dweller asked ye chen. 

"What?" 

Ye chen looked at the demon dweller coldly. 

"Oh, you're not convinced?" 

The demon saw ye Chen's arrogance and asked with a cold smile. 

"Demon, don't talk to me. I'm not interested in you!" 

Ye chen turned around and walked away after he finished speaking. 

The demons behind all sneered. There was even a demon who said,""He's just entered the form 

synthesis stage, and his cultivation base is already a burden. Could this be a scheme of the spirit realm?" 

"Hmph, what are you afraid of? haven't we already made arrangements?" 

"Yes, the leader is right!" 

Many of the demon dwellers laughed at ye chen, which made the five people from the spirit realm lose 

face. 

After all, the leader was ye chen. Now that they were being ridiculed, it was equivalent to saying that 

they were not even as good as ye chen. This was something that they could not accept. 

"Shut up!" 

Finally, Yuchi Fengyun couldn't help but berate him. 

"Oh? Isn't this the spirit realm's prodigy, Yuchi Fengyun? I heard that you've already reached the 

Tribulation stage, but you've been appointed as the leader by someone who's just entered the form 

synthesis stage. What right do you have to speak to me?" 

"Li Xiong, Who Do You Think You Are to be so arrogant?" 

Yuchi Fengyun and that demon dweller were at loggerheads. This was a matter of the spirit realm's face, 

and couldn't be overlooked. 

"Hahaha, Yuchi Fengyun, you're really trash!" 

After he finished speaking, Li Xiong led his team forward. 

"AI!" 

Many of the people from the spiritual realm behind him revealed helpless expressions. Who asked their 

leader to be someone with a low cultivation? 



Meanwhile, ye chen had already entered the depths of the secret cave. 

In Li Xiong and the others 'eyes, such behavior was that of a newbie who did not know life and death. On 

the other hand, ye chen had long since transcended the limits of Immortals and demons. He would not 

feel any discomfort from the energy fusion here. 

"Everyone, let's move together. We can't be held back by that brat." 

"Brother Windcloud, don't worry. We'll listen to your orders. That brat is nothing!" 

"That's right. By letting that brat die Here, he could even drag down a member of the demon race. Isn't 

that great?" 

Yuchi Fengyun and the others sneered, waiting for the result. 

Chapter 1908 The Gate Of Life And Death! 

After entering the secret cave, ye chen continued to move forward. He did not care about the people 

behind him at all. He also did not care about the demon dweller who was cooperating with him. What 

he wanted was to find out the truth of this secret cave as soon as possible. 

"Which expert is able to create such a secret cave where both Immortals and demons are present?" 

Ye chen began to think. He quickly recalled his own experience. 

He believed that this expert had to have lived both lives as a demon and as a human, or perhaps even 

had achieved outstanding results in both lives, finally being able to create such an exquisite formation 

cave. 

This was the trial ground of the immortal and demon clans. From the design, it could even be seen that 

the two clans had to help each other in order to carry out certain operations. Was there some hidden 

message in this? 

Just as ye chen was searching for the truth, the demons led by Li Xiong also parted ways with the 

humans led by Yuchi Fengyun. They seemed to deliberately not want to walk with the humans. After all, 

this was an extremely dangerous thing to do in the secret cave. 

Soon, Yuchi Fengyun and the others noticed this. 

"This is strange." Zhou Yufeng said. 

"What's the matter?" Yuchi Fengyun asked. 

"Don't you find it strange? according to the previous reports, Immortals and Devils were the ones who 

entered the secret cave. But now, the devil race has left us so quickly, and it's obvious that they did it on 

purpose. Something's not right." 

Zhou Yufeng's words aroused the suspicion of the others. 

"Senior brother Feng Yun, according to the heaven's favorites who entered the secret cave, the cave is 

filled with danger. Many of the predicaments can only be solved by the power of both Immortals and 
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demons. This demon is so confident that he can solve it himself, or is there some secret that he hasn't 

told us?" 

Huo linlong was smart for once and expressed his opinion. 

Yuchi Fengyun couldn't help but start to think about the various suspicions of his junior brothers. 

"And that ye chen, he's actually traveling alone. Isn't he looking for death? it's very suspicious." 

Someone suddenly said. 

"Ye chen? Hmph, that kid is an idiot. Nothing he does is suspicious. We have to keep up with Li Xiong 

and the others. Buddha might be fooled!“ 

"Alright!" 

Everyone agreed and rushed in the direction Li Xiong had gone. 

At that moment, the group that entered the secret cave split into two groups. Ye chen advanced alone 

while the others followed Li Xiong's footsteps. 

No one knew what they were about to face! 

After traveling alone for three hundred Li, Ye chen felt a subtle change in his environment. The 

surrounding space had become cold. 

This chill wasn't just from his body, but also from the imbalance of his energy. 

"Is this the energy imbalance that the spirit Emperor is worried about?" 

This was because ye chen was not accompanied by the person who had formed the brand. As a result, 

the immortal demon power between them was unbalanced, which was bound to cause such a strange 

change. 

"Interesting!" 

Ye chen smiled and began to circulate his demonic technique. 

A Supreme-grade demonic pattern instantly appeared on his right arm. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The demon matrix emitted a powerful demon energy that surrounded ye Chen's body. At the same 

time, ye chen released his psionic power. The two powers complemented each other without any 

disharmony. 

As the immortal and demonic powers circulated, ye chen felt the cold feeling on the surface of his body 

gradually disappear. 

The cold feeling disappeared and ye chen continued to fly. 

After another three hundred miles, ye chen found three passages. 

"Life, death, and peace!" 



Above the three passages, three words appeared. 

"What's the meaning of this?" 

What did these three words represent? 

Ye chen looked at the three gates. The gate of life and the gate of death all contained powerful energy. 

This energy was constantly stirring up the wind and clouds, making it very chaotic. 

The energy within the harmony Gate was extremely stable, as if everything was peaceful. It also seemed 

to be telling the visitor that it was the answer to the choice. 

At the same time, in another passage, Yuchi Fengyun and the others had already caught up with Li Xiong 

and the other demon dwellers. 

"Why are you guys running so fast? aren't you afraid of energy imbalance?" 

Yuchi Fengyun gradually calmed down as he watched Li Xiong and the others catch up. After all, as long 

as there were Immortals and demons present, the energy imbalance wouldn't happen. They were 

temporarily safe. 

"Hahaha, Yuchi Fengyun, I've heard that you're one of the heaven's favorites from the drunken maniac 

race. I didn't expect you to be so cowardly!" 

Li Xiong said with a smile. 

"What?" 

Yuchi Fengyun glared at Li Xiong, his heart filled with anger. 

"Senior brother, don't be rash!" 

Zhou Yufeng stepped forward and said. 

Yuchi Fengyun snorted coldly and didn't respond to Li Xiong. 

"Li Xiong, don't talk nonsense. My senior brother Feng Yun is extremely powerful, but he's kind. You 

should be very clear that unless we join forces, we can forget about getting any treasures. I'm sure 

you're all aware of the casualties of the people who entered the secret cave before. If you don't 

cooperate, only death awaits you. " 

Zhou Yufeng stepped forward to negotiate. 

"You're right, I don't have any intention of not cooperating!" 

Suddenly, Li Xiong's attitude took a 180-degree turn. He actually accepted the cooperation. 

"What?" 

Yuchi Fengyun was suspicious and felt that something was wrong. However, working together would be 

beneficial to him, so he had no reason to stop them. 

"Alright, Li Xiong, it's best that you agree to cooperate." 



"Where's your leader?“ 

"Leader? Hahaha, that idiot is already on his way. I guess he's already dead somewhere. " 

"That's good too. This trash might affect our plan. Let's go together!" 

"I agree!" 

Yuchi Fengyun and Li Xiong nodded at each other, and the people behind them followed. 

Soon, they arrived at a large hall and three large doors appeared in front of them. 

"Life and death?" 

Yuchi Fengyun looked at the three doors with a puzzled expression. 

He looked at Li Xiong, hoping to get an answer from him. 

"Hehe, there's no point in looking at me. I'm not excited!" 

Li Xiong spread out his hands and put on an innocent look. However, Yuchi Fengyun seemed to have 

seen something from his strange smile. 

"Li Xiong, why don't you make the choice?" 

Yuchi Fengyun made a gesture of invitation. 

"Oh? The human race's heaven's favorite is really kind. Or do you not even have the courage to make a 

choice?" 

"Li Xiong, our time is limited. If we can't complete the operation within twenty-four hours, the secret 

cave will close and we will all die." 

"Good, good!“ 

Li Xiong sneered and walked to the three gates. 

"Well ... Life, death, and. Hahaha, then we're all smart people, so we'll naturally choose to create the life 

gate!" 

He walked towards the life gate. Yuchi Fengyun and the others felt that it made sense and followed him. 

However, just before he entered the gate, Li Xiong suddenly stopped. 

"What?" 

Yuchi Fengyun and the others trembled and stopped in their tracks. 

They thought that Li Xiong was waiting for them to enter the life gate so that something bad would 

happen. 

"Please!" 

"Li Xiong, this is your choice, so please go ahead!" 

"Hmph, trash! I choose the gate of death!" 



Suddenly, Li Xiong actually changed his mind and directly entered the gate of death. 

Chapter 1909 Killing The Golden Buddha In Anger! 

Yuchi Fengyun and the others didn't expect Li Xiong to suddenly change his choice and choose the gate 

of death. 

The group was stunned. The death Gate didn't sound like a good sign. How should they choose? 

"Senior brother Feng Yun, the demons 'behavior is very strange and abnormal. I think that there should 

be no problem if we follow them." 

"What do you mean?" 

"Why do I feel like they have a well-thought-out plan for this operation? do they have the map of this 

secret cave?" 

"It can't be?" 

With that, everyone fell into chaos again. 

However, he saw the devil clansmen walking further and further away. They walked straight into the 

gate of death as if nothing had happened. It didn't look like they had entered the gate of hell at all. 

Instead, they were walking on the ordinary path. 

"Keep up! In this secret realm, it's dangerous to separate the immortal and devil powers. It's dangerous 

for both of us, so let's just follow them and see!" 

"Yes!" 

Everyone listened to Yuchi Fengyun's command and followed the devil clansmen into the gate of death. 

"Li Xiong, they're following us." 

"Hmph, a bunch of trash. This is their only choice. The good show is coming!" 

Li Xiong sneered and continued to lead the demon race forward. 

At the same time, ye chen was faced with the same choice. 

"Hmph, the central gate of peace may seem balanced, but it will definitely be suspected by experts. If I 

enter the gate of life or the gate of death, I will do the opposite. I will enter the gate of peace!" 

As the heavenly Emperor, he did not take the ordinary path. Ye chen walked directly into the harmony 

Gate. 

The path within the gate of peace was smooth and there was no sign of chaos. 

The more this was the case, the more ye chen felt that the peace gate was not simple. There must be 

many tests. 

After walking for a moment, ye chen entered a large hall. This Hall was covered in a layer of fog. There 

were foggy spots everywhere, shocking people's minds. 
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"Fire-golden eyes!" 

Ye chen did not want to waste any more time. He immediately activated his fiery golden eyes and 

unleashed his true Samadhi fire. The dense fog instantly dissipated. 

An ancient Hall appeared in front of him, and a Buddha sat above it. 

"Buddha?" 

When ye chen was the heavenly Emperor, he had also visited the Buddhist elders of the West. There 

were countless powerful ones among them, and there were also some who were ambitious. Now that 

he had seen the Buddha statue, ye chen was somewhat interested. 

Walking into the hall, the surroundings didn't change at all. 

Ye chen condensed Qi with his sword fingers and shot it in all directions. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

As the sword Qi moved, ye chen did not sense any mechanism arrangement. 

"This Hall is so strange, what is it?" 

Ye chen found it strange that there were no traps at all. This secret realm was designed by an immortal 

or demon Almighty to test the mind and martial cultivation of the visitor. There were no traps at all. 

What was the test? 

Ye chen was very confident in his judgment. He walked in without any hesitation. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

As he walked into the main hall, the hall was suddenly lit up by candlelight. 

"Oh?" 

Ye chen instantly locked onto the Buddha statue. The Buddha statue's eyes emitted a golden light that 

illuminated the surroundings, lighting up the candles around it. 

"Gold Buddha, do you have something to say to me?" 

Ye chen asked as he walked forward, his eyes fixed on the Golden Buddha. 

"Hahaha, you juniors are so arrogant. This is the first time I've seen such an arrogant person in my life!" 

The Golden Buddha suddenly spoke, stunning ye chen. He had only wanted to ask casually. He did not 

expect the Golden Buddha to really hide a divine will. 

"Who are you? show yourself!" 

Ye chen shouted coldly. It was a sin to hide in front of the celestial Thearch. 

"He's abnormal!" 

The Golden Buddha's eyes lit up and locked onto ye chen. The corners of his mouth curled up slightly, 

revealing a Maitreya smile. 



"Zi Zi Zi!" 

After that, the Golden Buddha's sharp eyes glared at ye chen. 

"Small tricks!" 

Ye chen was already prepared. With a wave of his sword fingers, the ancient God sword Qi instantly 

broke through the sharp light and the space trembled. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

It was clear that the sharp light was extremely powerful, but it was still useless before ye Chen's ancient 

God sword Qi. 

The energy density of the ancient God sword Qi was more than a hundred times that of the ordinary 

spiritual Qi, which had long surpassed the preset value of the gold Buddha. 

"How is that possible?" 

As expected, the Golden Buddha's divine will was equally shocked. He did not expect that a person who 

had just entered the form synthesis stage could release such powerful sword Qi. 

"It seems like you're not an ordinary person!" 

"Ha, then who am I?" 

"With your talent, Ordinary Geniuses can't be compared to you. This is not normal. Unless you're a 

peerless genius that only appears once every ten thousand years, but I don't think you look like one!" 

"Then who am I?" 

"I can see a Grand destiny in you, accompanied by a golden light that is boundless and unparalleled. You 

are the reincarnation of a certain Almighty!" 

The Golden Buddha's words made ye chen look at him in a new light. 

"You're extraordinary to be able to see this. " 

"I wouldn't dare. Since you're the reincarnation of an Almighty, I won't be polite anymore. " 

"Oh?" 

Ye Chen's eyes met the Golden Buddha 's. Suddenly, waves of sword Qi collided in the space. The 

powerful force sent sparks flying in all directions. 

"Even if you are the reincarnation of a powerful being, you are only a unity stage cultivator. Today, this 

will be your burial ground!" 

"Fake Buddha!" 

Ye Chen's cold voice shook the space, stunning the gold Buddha. 

"What?" 

"Before the heavens, you will bow your head!" 



The Golden Buddha's eye provoked ye Chen's killing intent, and the immortal slaying saber's light 

bloomed. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The saber Light spun and rushed out. The immortal-slaying rule was constantly evolving as ye Chen's 

cultivation level increased. 

"Master, this person is rude. Leave him to me!" 

"Alright!" 

Ye chen threw out the immortal slaying Flying Dagger and secretly channeled his ancient God Power to 

the blade. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The immortal flying knife was like a stream of light, constantly flashing and flying in the space. The knife 

light and sword shadow were extremely sharp. 

In the blink of an eye, the Golden Buddha's body was covered in knife marks and was in a state of ruin. 

"You!" 

The Golden Buddha was furious. It released powerful spiritual energy, causing the surrounding space to 

change dramatically. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

Soon, the space shifted and countless flying arrows were aimed at ye chen. 

"Ha, it's well hidden!" 

Ye chen did not refuse any of these flying arrows. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

Ye Chen's ancient God Body showed its might. He clenched his fists and the countless arrows shattered. 

"With such a Foundation, he's not a body integration stage cultivator at all!" 

"You think too highly of yourself, but your knowledge is too shallow. I don't think there's any meaning in 

you creating this immortal and devil secret realm. Just destroy it!" 

Ye chen shouted coldly, and his ancient God Power burst out. The immortal slaying Flying Dagger was 

covered in ancient God light, and it suddenly slashed. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

"No!" 

With an unwilling voice, the immortal flying knife flashed and the Golden Buddha's head fell to the 

ground! 

"Boom boom boom!" 



As the Golden Buddha's head fell to the ground, the Super spiritual energy contained in the Golden 

Buddha's body continued to spread out. 

"Roar!" 

The space-splitting beast roared and opened its mouth, absorbing all the spiritual energy. 

"Phew ..." 

Ye chen exhaled. His body was undergoing an intense transformation. 

This type of spirit energy was clearly different from the spirit energy of ordinary spirit stones. This was 

the pure spirit energy refined by the Golden Buddha for hundreds of years. Ye Chen's cultivation base 

had advanced to another level! 

Chapter 1910 1915-Game! 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

At this moment, a golden core floated out of the Golden Buddha's body. 

"Oh?" 

Ye chen reached out and the Golden pill entered his palm. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

On top of the Golden core, it was constantly releasing powerful demonic energy, which was completely 

inconsistent with the spiritual power moves of the Golden Buddha. 

"Immortal and demon dual cultivation, interesting!" 

Ye chen put away the demonic pill and scanned his surroundings. 

"Go!" 

With a punch, the Golden Buddha shattered on the spot with a loud bang. 

At the same time, a stone door appeared behind the Golden Buddha. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The moment the stone door appeared, the surrounding space trembled rapidly, and countless rocks fell 

from the roof. 

It was obvious that this place was about to collapse. 

"What?" 

Ye chen looked at the stone door and found that it did not open by itself. There were two flashing spots 

of light. 

The light spots flickered and quickly formed two seals. 
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Ye Chen's eyes were sharp as he looked at the seal. He found that the attributes of these two seals were 

fundamentally different. One was psionic while the other was Pandora demon ability. 

"Hahaha!" 

He laughed out loud. As expected, this was the hidden meaning behind the peace gate. The inside of the 

peace gate seemed calm and peaceful, but every time they advanced, they would have to face the test 

of Immortals and demons. Without a spirit cultivator and a demon cultivator present at the same time, 

opening the stone gate would be an illusion. 

The vibration in the space would trigger the destruction formation. If the stone door could not be 

opened within the time it takes for an incense stick to burn, death would be the result. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Crack, crack, crack! 

With a huge tremor, the floor cracked, and a deep abyss-like cave appeared below. 

Ye Chen's eyes glowed with fire as he looked down into the cave. 

A terrifying scene unfolded. Under the catacombs, waves of resentment rose into the air, constantly 

eroding people's minds. 

Looking closely, there were countless bones buried under the catacombs. They were the geniuses who 

had died here. 

There were geniuses of the demon race, as well as prodigies of the human race. They were all experts, 

but they all had their own thoughts and entered the harmony Gate. They didn't travel together. In the 

end, they couldn't open the celestial Devil Stone gate and could only die in the hands of the creator. 

In fact, even if they travelled together with the power of Immortals and demons, they would still die 

Here if their Foundation was not strong enough or their comprehension was not strong enough. 

The gate of life, the gate of death, and the gate of peace! 

Among the three gates, the most dangerous one was the peace gate! 

"How can such a stone gate stop me?" 

Ye chen looked at the stone door coldly and flew up. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Suddenly, the stone door released the celestial demon light and charged toward ye chen. 

"Exterminate!" 

Ye chen pointed with his sword finger. The underworld Nirvana finger was sharp and shattered the 

celestial demon light on the spot. 

Then, the Supreme-grade demon crests on ye Chen's left hand continued to extend. A dark fist radiance 

burst forth. On his right hand, psionic energy exploded and his palm energy bloomed. 



"Asura sky shaking killing Hades Heavenly Thunder God destroying palm!" 

His left hand was mana shock kill, while his right hand was psionic God-destroying palm. 

Two powerful auras shot out from the seal on the stone door. 

At this moment, the destruction formation had reached its limit and ye chen had lost his foothold. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The walls around them shot out powerful beams of spiritual and demonic energy, killing the people in 

front of them. 

In truth, ye chen could have broken the stone door and left long ago but he just wanted to see the truth 

of this arcane realm and see the most secretive information. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Suddenly, from the roof and from the cave, a long spear array rushed out. It continuously pressed its 

palms together in the middle, wanting to kill the people in the hall. 

"I'll let you guys kill me!" 

Ye chen did not Dodge. Instead, he floated in the air and allowed the spear formation to crush him. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

When the spear formation touched ye Chen's body, the imagined killing scene did not exist at all. The 

spears that were aimed at ye chen shattered and turned into dust. 

"It's better for the vicious formation to disappear!" 

Ye chen took a step forward and charged toward the stone door. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The stone door opened and ye chen walked into the long corridor. 

After that, the stone door slowly closed. Ye chen patted the dust off his body and continued to move 

forward as if nothing had happened. 

The immortal cultivators and demon cultivators who had entered the gate of death had also arrived in a 

large hall. 

"Li Xiong, you're moving so fast, do you have a map?" 

Finally, Yuchi Fengyun couldn't take it anymore and questioned Li Xiong. 

"Hahaha, Yuchi Fengyun, what do you mean by this? you should be very clear about the special 

characteristics of this secret realm. Every time we enter, this secret realm will change and become 

completely different from before. Do you think it's possible to get the map of this place?" 

Faced with Yuchi Fengyun's question, Li Xiong laughed coldly in response. 

"This!" 



Yuchi Fengyun turned to look at Zhou Yufeng, Huo linlong, and the others behind him. They were all 

deep in thought. 

There were many characteristics of this secret realm. After hundreds of years of research, the spiritual 

realm and the demon Realm had come to a consensus. One of them was the automatic change of the 

formation. 

"Could it be ... That you demons have deciphered the law of change?" 

Huo linlong suddenly asked. 

"What?" 

Hearing this question, Li Xiong's eyes turned cold, as if this question had touched on his forbidden area. 

Yuchi Fengyun noticed the change in Li Xiong's expression, and nodded slightly. 

"Li Xiong, we're partners. You should know very well that in this secret realm, only death awaits 

Immortals and demons if they don't cooperate. In order to obtain more treasures, the first thing they 

had to do was cooperate. Don't worry, we'll distribute the treasures with you reasonably. " 

"Is that so?" 

"Of course, I, Yuchi Fengyun, am a man of my words!" 

"Then I'll have to thank you. I do know of a good place!" 

"Oh?" 

Hearing this, Yuchi Fengyun and the others instantly became interested. 

As the youngest heaven's pride experts who had entered the secret realm, they had long wanted to 

make a great contribution to the older experts so that they would not look down on their generation. Li 

Xiong's words were exactly what they wanted. 

Moreover, Yuchi Fengyun was about to step into the Tribulation stage. This was a threshold. As long as 

he overcame it, he would be able to cultivate diligently for a few hundred years in the future, and it was 

even possible for him to become an itinerant immortal. This was Yuchi Fengyun's main purpose in 

exploring the secret realm. 

"Li Xiong, find the treasure. I only want the one that can help me pass the Tribulation. The rest will be 

yours. Tell me quickly!" 

Yuchi Fengyun's words displeased Zhou Yufeng, Huo linlong, and the others. They really didn't want to 

share the treasures with the demons like that. 

"Very well, Yuchi Fengyun. I knew you were the strongest heaven's favorite of the human race, and also 

the smartest. I've found the right person to work with this time." Li Xiong praised. 

"Ha, as long as brother li and I work together, there's no obstacle we can't pass!" 

"Naturally!" 



Seeing Yuchi Fengyun's increasing trust in Him, Li Xiong was secretly happy. 

As for Zhou Yufeng and the others, they weren't very happy. They knew that if they really found the 

treasure, Li Xiong and Yuchi Fengyun would have to split it up. This wasn't very beneficial to them. 

"No more nonsense, hurry up and act!" 

"Brother li, lead the way!" 

 


